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এই িভিডওেত আমরা ফ্যাি�ক েকেট েফলা, �াচ েসলাই করা, �াচ 
এবং অভ্য�রীণ এবং বাইেরর অংশ�িল েসলাই করা, সামেনর 
এবং িপছেনর ট� করা�িলেত েযাগদান করা, নীেচর অংশ� 
অনুসাের ৈতির করা সহ কেয়ক� সহজ পদে�েপ আড়�রপণূৰ্ প্যা� 
ৈতির িশখব ফ্যাশন, এবং পিরেশেষ, ইলা�ক অ�ভ� ৰ্ � করা হয়।
পদে�প 1 িদেয় �র� করা যা েট�েলট ৈতির এবং কাটা।কাপেড়র 
উপের প্যাে�র সামেনর িদেক িচি�ত েট�েলট� রাখ�ন। এ�েক 
েকে� রাখেবন না, েযেহত�  অন্যান্য ট� কেরাও �কঠাক করা দরকার। 
এখন জায়গায় মত েটমে�ট� িপন কর�ন। িনি�ত কর�ন েয 
িপন� কাপেড়র উভয় �েরর মধ্য িদেয় েগেছ কারণ এ� ফ্যাি�ক� 
�ক জায়গায় রাখেত সহায়তা করেব।

এরপের, েটমে�ট� িফের িচি�ত কের িনন, এ� ফ্যাি�েকর উপর 
রাখ�ন এবং একই �ি�য়া� পুনরাব� ি� কর�ন।

িভিডওেত �দ�শ�ত িহসােব সামেনর �াইপয�� এক� েট�েলট 
িনন। এ� প্যাে�র সামেনর অংেশ খ�ব আড়�রপূণৰ্ কাট েদেব। 
কাপেড়র দু'িদেক িপন কর�ন।

তারপের আমােদর প্যাে�র িপছেনর নীেচ েহম �েপর জন্য 
েটমে�ট� িপন করেত হেব। এখন, আমরা আপনােক �ত েটমে�ট 
পিরমােপর মাধ্যেম িনেয় যাব। এই েটমে�ট� এক� এস আকােরর 
প্যাে�র জন্য। আপনার পিরমাপ �ােন একবার হেয় েগেল, এক� 
খিড় িনেয় সম� েট�েলট�িলর �া� িচি�ত কর�ন।  িচি�ত 
করার সময় আপনােক অবশ্যই িনভ� ৰ্ ল হেত হেব কারণ আপিন েসই 
অনুযায়ী কাপড়� কাটেবন।

আপিন েশষ করার পের, েটমে�ট�িল এক এক কের িপন মু� 
কর�ন এবং েস�িল কাপড় েথেক সরান। এখন কাটার সময় । 
অিবচিলত হাত িদেয় আপিন েয র�পেরখা� আঁেকন েস�েক 
কাট� ন। আপনার িনভ� ৰ্ লতা �র��পূণৰ্ কারণ এ� আপনার 
নকশা� ৈতির করেত বা েভেঙ িদেত পাের।  নীেচর িদেক মেুখর 
�প�িল কাটেত ভ� লেবন না। িভিডও�েত আপিন েদখেত পাে�ন, 
আমােদর সােথ প্যাে�র চার� �ত� ট� করা রেয়েছ।

Step 2 - Stitching The Crotch Area

The section pointed on the screen is the crotch area for 
the front and the back of the pant. Lets get stitching. 
Take the front part to your USHA Allure Dlx sewing 
machine.

Set the pattern selector dial to A for a straight stitch 
and the stitch length to 2.5. Keep the thread tension 
dial on 4. And get stitching

Commence by stitching on the previously pointed 
crotch area at the edges. After initial few stitches, do a 
reverse stitch as shown to lock the stitches.
Then proceed with the normal straight stitch.We repeat 
the process of reverse stitching at the end as well to 
prevent it from coming undone.

Once it’s completed, cut the thread.

It is now time to neaten the raw edges of the fabric. 
We will do this with the Zigzag stitch. Set the pattern 
selector dial to C and the stitch length to 1.5 and go 
ahead with the stitching. 

Perfect. Now cut the thread and repeat the same 
process for the back part of the pant. After stitching, 
cut through any excess threads with a pair of scissors.
This is how your stitch should look like on both the 
pieces.

Step 3 - Joining The Two Parts by Stitching the 
Side and Inner Seams

Moving on to Step 3 which is stitching the side and the 
inner seams to join the two parts together
Open the back part of the pant and lay it on the 
table,then take the front part and place it on the back 
part as shown with the inside part facing you. So we 
have the right side facing the right side.

This is an important step, ensure that the edges of 
both the parts are placed together. Start pining the 
outer edges of the parts with a pin, this forms the outer 
seam. Repeat the process on the other leg.

Now, take the crotch area you just stitched and pin the 
center together. Continue down the pant legs and this 
becomes your inner seam. It’s very essential that the 
two parts are pinned together precisely and carefully.

Once done, it’s time to get started on the stitching.
Set the pattern selector to A for a straight stitch and 
the stitch length to 2.5 and start sewing the outer seam 
of one leg and don’t forget to do a reverse stitch at the 
start and the end to lock them in. Keep removing the 
pins as you stitch. After cutting the excess thread, 
move on to the outer seam of the other leg and repeat 
the process along the length of the pant.

Now comes the inner seam, unlike the outer seam, the 
inner seam requires a continuous stitch from one leg of 
the pant to the other. Start your stitch at the end of the 
right leg and make your way along the length of the 
pant to the crotch and to the end of the left leg. Lift 
the pressure foot and cut the excess thread.

After straight stitching, we come to the zig zag stitch. 
Set the pattern selector dial to C and the stitch length 
to 1.5 and commence with the stitch. As you can see in 
the tutorial, we now have a semi-ready pant. Take a 
close look at the stitches we have done, this is the 
outer seam and this is the inner seam. Now, turn the 
pant inside out and let’s move ahead to step 4.

Step 4 - Preparing the bottom shape facing strip

We have 4 strips ready, 2 V-shaped and 2 straight ones. 
Take the v-shaped strip and pin it to straight strip at 
the edges. While pining, make sure that the v-shaped 
strip is facing the right way up and the straight strip is 
facing backwards like shown in the tutorial.

Repeat the process for the other pair of strips and take 
them to the machine.

Once again the pattern selector to A for a straight 
stitch and the stitch length to 2.5 and proceed with 
stitching the edges together as shown in the tutorial. 
Stitch both the pairs and cut off any excess threads. 
These are now ready to be sewn on the pant. 

ৈদিনক প্যা�
In this tutorial, we will learn to make a stylish 
pant in just few easy steps.

Step 5 - Attaching the bottom strips to the pant 
and finishing the waistline

Take the stitched strips to the pant and match 
them.Notice that one side is longer, place the stitched 
strips perfectly on the pant so the sides the aligned 
and pin the points as shown in the tutorial.
Do the same for the other side. And done.
Now, moving on to the waistline. 

Take the pant to the ironing board and fold a quarter 
inch from the top for a small section and iron it to 
ensure that the fold stays in place. Repeat the process 
till the whole waistline is done. 

Post this, fold another 1 and ¼ inch throughout the 
waistline like you can see the tutorial and iron.
Before going for the final stitches, iron from the top 
once again, this will ensure that you have a proper 
crease line.

Starting with the bottom, remove the accessory box 
ofthe sewing machine as shown in the tutorial for 
circular stitching with ease.

Commence stitching at the bottom of the strip, it has 
to be one continuous stitch. Once you reach to the 
other side of the V, pivot the fabric around the needle 
as shown and continue stitching. This technique of not 
removing needle from the fabric is called pivoting. 
Remove the pins as you stitch. Stitch over the joining 
flap and stop. The stitch should look like this.
Now take a pair of scissors and cut below the stitch line 
as shown. Slashing is done, avoid seam puckering.Con-
tinue this process across the strip.

After you are done, take the extra cloth over the stitch 
line and fold downwards as shown, press on the fabric 
to create crease lines. You then have to lock these 
crease lines by stitching over them. Once you stitch the 
crease lines, you’ll notice excess fabric at the top of the 
V. Take the fabric and fold it inwards like shown in the 
tutorial and press over it.

Now turn the pant leg inside out and take the folded 
section and fold another ¼ inch at the top and stitch at 
the crease line. Repeat this process across. Remember 
to use the pivot technique when you get to the top of 
the V to ensure that it is one continuous stitch. After 
you are done, cut any excess thread for a perfect finish. 
Produce and replicate the procedure to the other leg 
of the pant.

Coming to the ironed waistline, place the accessory 
box of the machine back in place and start stitching at 
the end of the folded section. Keep stitching till you go 
all the way around but remember to keep a 2-inch gap 
at the end at the back of the pant to insert the elastic.
Cut the extra threads and turn the pant inside out.

Step 6 - Inserting the Elastic

Remember the two-inch gap at the back? We’ll be 
working with that. Take an elastic roll, place the elastic 
against the waist length, the length of the elastic 
should be 29” + 1” extra for the overlap. Cut at mea-
sure as shown in the tutorial.

Now, we’ll use a safety pin to insert the elastic in the 
fold or the waist band. Pin the safety pin to the elastic 
piece and insert it in the two-inch gap of the waist 
band, keep pushing the safety pin forward till it comes 
out of the other side. Don’t forget to pin the elastic 
end at the start to avoid the entire length from passing 
through.

Take the two ends of the elastic and create a half inch 
overlap with a pin, we’ll be doing a box stitch on the 
elastic.

Remove the pin and start stitching using the pivoting 
technique as shown in the tutorial. Towards the end, 
do a reverse stitch to lock in the stitches, this will 
ensure that the elastic doesn’t come loose.

Cut the excess threads and push the overlap into the 
fold and adjust it accordingly. We will now stitch over 
the two-inch gap to lock the elastic in place. And we 
are done!

Your perfect pair of pants are ready. You may iron all 
the seams on the right side to thread melding. 



Material Required
2 ½ meter piece of fabric x 44” widht
The daily pants template
Chalk
Pair of scissors
Thread
Elastic
Safety pin

Take the fabric and fold it into half in a way that the 
wrong side of the fabric faces you. Lay it on the table.

Step 1- Template Marking & Cutting

Place the template marked front side of the pant on 
the fabric. Don’t place it in the centre, as other pieces 
need to be accommodated as well. Now pin the tem-
plate in place.Ensure that the pin goes through both 
the layers of the cloth as this will help keep the fabric 
in place.

Next, take the template marked back, place it on the 
fabric and repeat the same process.
Bring out the template titled front shape facing strip, 
like seen in the tutorial. This will give the fronts of the 
pants a very stylish bottom cut. Pin that as well to both 
the sides of the cloth.

Then we have to pin the template for the back bottom 
hem strip of the pant.

Now, we’ll quickly take you through the template 
measurements. This template is for a S size pant. Once 
you have your measurements in place, take a chalk and 
mark the edges of all the templates. You will have to 
be precise while marking as you will be cutting the 
cloth basis for this outline.

After you are finished, unpin the templates one by one 
and remove them from the cloth. It’s now time to cut. 
With a steady hand, cut through the outlines you’ve 
drawn. It is important to be precise as this will make or 
break your design.Don’t forget to cut the bottom 
facing strips.

As you can see in the tutorial, we have four distinct 
pieces of the pant with us.

পদে�প 2 �াচএ র অ�ল� েসলাই করা স��ক�ত

ি�েন িনেদৰ্ িশত িবভাগ� হ'ল সামেনর অংশ এবং প্যাে�র 
িপছেনর অংেশর ে�াচ অ�ল। এখন েসলাই করা যাক। সামেনর 
অংশ� আপনার ঊষা এেলারা িডউলা�(ঊষা এেলারা িডউলা�) 
েসলাই েমিশেন িনেয় যান।

েসাজা েসলাইেয়র জন্য প্যাটানৰ্ িসেল�র ডায়াল এ এ এবং েসলাই 
ৈদঘৰ্্য 2.5 এ েসট কর�ন। ে�ড েটনশন ডায়াল 4 এ রাখ�ন এবং 
েসলাই কর�ন

�াে� পূবৰ্বতী�  পেয়� �াচ অ�ল�েত েসলাই কের �র� কর�ন। 
�াথিমক কেয়ক� েসলাইেয়র পের, েসলাই�িল লক করেত েদখােনা 
িহসােব এক� িবপরীত েসলাই কর�ন। তারপের �াভািবক েসাজা   
েসলাই িদেয় এিগেয় যান। এ�েক পবূৰ্াব�ায় িফের আসা েথেক েরাধ 
করেত আমরা েশেষ িবপরীত েসলাইেয়র �ি�য়া� পুনরাব� ি� কির।

একবার এ� েশষ হেয় েগেল সূতা� েকেট িনন।

ফ্যাি�েকর কঁাচা �া�� সুগ�ত করার সময় এখন। আমরা 
িজগজ্যাগ েসলাই িদেয় এ� করব। প্যাটানৰ্ িসেল�র ডায়াল িস 
এবং েসলাই ৈদঘৰ্্য 1.5 এ েসট কর�ন এবং েসলাই িদেয় এিগেয় যান।

যথাযথ। এবার সূতা েকেট প্যাে�র িপছেনর অংেশর জন্য একই 
�ি�য়া� পুনরাব� ি� কর�ন। েসলাইেয়র পের, েকানও কঁািচর েজাড়া 
িদেয় েকানও অিতির� সূতা েকেট িনন। উভয় ট� কেরােত আপনার 
েসলাই� েদখেত এমন হওয়া উিচত।

৩ য় ধােপ, দু� অংশ একসােথ সংেযাগ করার জন্য সীম� 
পােশর এবং অভ্য�েরর সীেমর সােথ সংয�� থােক।

প্যাে�র িপছেনর অংশ� খ�লুন এবং এ� েটিবেলর উপর রাখ�ন, 
তারপের সামেনর অংশ� িনেয় িনন এবং িপছেনর অংেশ রাখ�ন যা 
আপনার মুেখর িভতেরর অংশ� েদখােনা হেয়েছ।  সুতরাং আমরা 
স�ক িদক স�ক িদেক মুখ কের আেছ।

এ� এক� �র��পূণৰ্ পদে�প, উভয় অংেশর �া� একসােথ �াপন 
করা হেয়েছ তা িনি�ত কর�ন। িপেনর সাহােয্য অংশ�িলর বাইেরর 
�া��িল িপন করা �র� কর�ন, এ� বাইেরর েসলাইেয়র েজাড়মুখ 
গঠন কের। অন্য পােয় �ি�য়া� পুনরাব� ি� কর�ন।

এখন, আপিন েকবল েসলাই করা �্যাচ অ�ল� িনন এবং 
একসােথ েক�� িপন কর�ন। এ� প্যাে�র পােত চািলেয় যান এবং 
এ� আপনার অভ্য�েরর েসলাইেয়র েজাড়মুেখ পিরণত হেয় যায়। 
এ� অত্য� �েয়াজনীয় েয দু� অংশেক একে� িনভ� ৰ্ লভােব এবং 
সাবধােন িপন করা উিচত।

Once done, it’s time to get started on the stitching.
Set the pattern selector to A for a straight stitch and 
the stitch length to 2.5 and start sewing the outer seam 
of one leg and don’t forget to do a reverse stitch at the 
start and the end to lock them in. Keep removing the 
pins as you stitch. After cutting the excess thread, 
move on to the outer seam of the other leg and repeat 
the process along the length of the pant.

Now comes the inner seam, unlike the outer seam, the 
inner seam requires a continuous stitch from one leg of 
the pant to the other. Start your stitch at the end of the 
right leg and make your way along the length of the 
pant to the crotch and to the end of the left leg. Lift 
the pressure foot and cut the excess thread.

After straight stitching, we come to the zig zag stitch. 
Set the pattern selector dial to C and the stitch length 
to 1.5 and commence with the stitch. As you can see in 
the tutorial, we now have a semi-ready pant. Take a 
close look at the stitches we have done, this is the 
outer seam and this is the inner seam. Now, turn the 
pant inside out and let’s move ahead to step 4.

Step 4 - Preparing the bottom shape facing strip

We have 4 strips ready, 2 V-shaped and 2 straight ones. 
Take the v-shaped strip and pin it to straight strip at 
the edges. While pining, make sure that the v-shaped 
strip is facing the right way up and the straight strip is 
facing backwards like shown in the tutorial.

Repeat the process for the other pair of strips and take 
them to the machine.

Once again the pattern selector to A for a straight 
stitch and the stitch length to 2.5 and proceed with 
stitching the edges together as shown in the tutorial. 
Stitch both the pairs and cut off any excess threads. 
These are now ready to be sewn on the pant. 

Step 5 - Attaching the bottom strips to the pant 
and finishing the waistline

Take the stitched strips to the pant and match 
them.Notice that one side is longer, place the stitched 
strips perfectly on the pant so the sides the aligned 
and pin the points as shown in the tutorial.
Do the same for the other side. And done.
Now, moving on to the waistline. 

Take the pant to the ironing board and fold a quarter 
inch from the top for a small section and iron it to 
ensure that the fold stays in place. Repeat the process 
till the whole waistline is done. 

Post this, fold another 1 and ¼ inch throughout the 
waistline like you can see the tutorial and iron.
Before going for the final stitches, iron from the top 
once again, this will ensure that you have a proper 
crease line.

Starting with the bottom, remove the accessory box 
ofthe sewing machine as shown in the tutorial for 
circular stitching with ease.

Commence stitching at the bottom of the strip, it has 
to be one continuous stitch. Once you reach to the 
other side of the V, pivot the fabric around the needle 
as shown and continue stitching. This technique of not 
removing needle from the fabric is called pivoting. 
Remove the pins as you stitch. Stitch over the joining 
flap and stop. The stitch should look like this.
Now take a pair of scissors and cut below the stitch line 
as shown. Slashing is done, avoid seam puckering.Con-
tinue this process across the strip.

After you are done, take the extra cloth over the stitch 
line and fold downwards as shown, press on the fabric 
to create crease lines. You then have to lock these 
crease lines by stitching over them. Once you stitch the 
crease lines, you’ll notice excess fabric at the top of the 
V. Take the fabric and fold it inwards like shown in the 
tutorial and press over it.

Now turn the pant leg inside out and take the folded 
section and fold another ¼ inch at the top and stitch at 
the crease line. Repeat this process across. Remember 
to use the pivot technique when you get to the top of 
the V to ensure that it is one continuous stitch. After 
you are done, cut any excess thread for a perfect finish. 
Produce and replicate the procedure to the other leg 
of the pant.

Coming to the ironed waistline, place the accessory 
box of the machine back in place and start stitching at 
the end of the folded section. Keep stitching till you go 
all the way around but remember to keep a 2-inch gap 
at the end at the back of the pant to insert the elastic.
Cut the extra threads and turn the pant inside out.

Step 6 - Inserting the Elastic

Remember the two-inch gap at the back? We’ll be 
working with that. Take an elastic roll, place the elastic 
against the waist length, the length of the elastic 
should be 29” + 1” extra for the overlap. Cut at mea-
sure as shown in the tutorial.

Now, we’ll use a safety pin to insert the elastic in the 
fold or the waist band. Pin the safety pin to the elastic 
piece and insert it in the two-inch gap of the waist 
band, keep pushing the safety pin forward till it comes 
out of the other side. Don’t forget to pin the elastic 
end at the start to avoid the entire length from passing 
through.

Take the two ends of the elastic and create a half inch 
overlap with a pin, we’ll be doing a box stitch on the 
elastic.

Remove the pin and start stitching using the pivoting 
technique as shown in the tutorial. Towards the end, 
do a reverse stitch to lock in the stitches, this will 
ensure that the elastic doesn’t come loose.

Cut the excess threads and push the overlap into the 
fold and adjust it accordingly. We will now stitch over 
the two-inch gap to lock the elastic in place. And we 
are done!

Your perfect pair of pants are ready. You may iron all 
the seams on the right side to thread melding. 



Material Required
2 ½ meter piece of fabric x 44” widht
The daily pants template
Chalk
Pair of scissors
Thread
Elastic
Safety pin

Take the fabric and fold it into half in a way that the 
wrong side of the fabric faces you. Lay it on the table.

Step 1- Template Marking & Cutting

Place the template marked front side of the pant on 
the fabric. Don’t place it in the centre, as other pieces 
need to be accommodated as well. Now pin the tem-
plate in place.Ensure that the pin goes through both 
the layers of the cloth as this will help keep the fabric 
in place.

Next, take the template marked back, place it on the 
fabric and repeat the same process.
Bring out the template titled front shape facing strip, 
like seen in the tutorial. This will give the fronts of the 
pants a very stylish bottom cut. Pin that as well to both 
the sides of the cloth.

Then we have to pin the template for the back bottom 
hem strip of the pant.

Now, we’ll quickly take you through the template 
measurements. This template is for a S size pant. Once 
you have your measurements in place, take a chalk and 
mark the edges of all the templates. You will have to 
be precise while marking as you will be cutting the 
cloth basis for this outline.

After you are finished, unpin the templates one by one 
and remove them from the cloth. It’s now time to cut. 
With a steady hand, cut through the outlines you’ve 
drawn. It is important to be precise as this will make or 
break your design.Don’t forget to cut the bottom 
facing strips.

As you can see in the tutorial, we have four distinct 
pieces of the pant with us.

Step 2 - Stitching The Crotch Area

The section pointed on the screen is the crotch area for 
the front and the back of the pant. Lets get stitching. 
Take the front part to your USHA Allure Dlx sewing 
machine.

Set the pattern selector dial to A for a straight stitch 
and the stitch length to 2.5. Keep the thread tension 
dial on 4. And get stitching

Commence by stitching on the previously pointed 
crotch area at the edges. After initial few stitches, do a 
reverse stitch as shown to lock the stitches.
Then proceed with the normal straight stitch.We repeat 
the process of reverse stitching at the end as well to 
prevent it from coming undone.

Once it’s completed, cut the thread.

It is now time to neaten the raw edges of the fabric. 
We will do this with the Zigzag stitch. Set the pattern 
selector dial to C and the stitch length to 1.5 and go 
ahead with the stitching. 

Perfect. Now cut the thread and repeat the same 
process for the back part of the pant. After stitching, 
cut through any excess threads with a pair of scissors.
This is how your stitch should look like on both the 
pieces.

Step 3 - Joining The Two Parts by Stitching the 
Side and Inner Seams

Moving on to Step 3 which is stitching the side and the 
inner seams to join the two parts together
Open the back part of the pant and lay it on the 
table,then take the front part and place it on the back 
part as shown with the inside part facing you. So we 
have the right side facing the right side.

This is an important step, ensure that the edges of 
both the parts are placed together. Start pining the 
outer edges of the parts with a pin, this forms the outer 
seam. Repeat the process on the other leg.

Now, take the crotch area you just stitched and pin the 
center together. Continue down the pant legs and this 
becomes your inner seam. It’s very essential that the 
two parts are pinned together precisely and carefully.

একবার হেয় েগেল, েসলাই �র� করার সময় এেসেছ। েসাজা �েচর 
জন্য প্যাটানৰ্ িসেল�র এ এবং েসলাই�র ৈদঘৰ্্য 2.5 েত েসট কর�ন 
এবং এক পােয়র বাইেরর িসম েসলাই �র� কর�ন এবং �র�েত 
এক� িবপরীত েসলাই করা িনি�ত কর�ন এবং েস�িল লক কের 
েশষ কর�ন। েসলাইেয়র সময় িপন� সিরেয় রাখ�ন। অিতির� সূতা 
কাটার পের, অন্য পােয়র বাইেরর দুই �াে�র েজাড় েসলাই �র� 
কর�ন এবং এই �ি�য়া� পুনরাব� ি� কর�ন।

এখন অভ্য�রীণ িসম আেস, বাইেরর দুই �াে�র েজাড় েথেক 
আলাদা নয়, অভ্য�রীণ দুই �াে�র েজাড় এর জন্য প্যাে�র এক পা 
েথেক অন্য পােয় অিবরত েসলাই �েয়াজন।

আপনার েসলাই� ডান পােয়র �া� েথেক �র� কর�ন এবং প্যাে�র 
ৈদেঘৰ্্যর সােথ �্যােশট এবং বঁা পােয়র েশষ পযৰ্� েসলাই কর�ন। 
পােয়র চাপ � ত� লুন এবং অিতির� ে�ড েকেট িদন।

েসাজা েসলাই এর পের, আমরা িজগ-জ্যাগ েসলাইেত আিস। 
প্যাটানৰ্ িসেল�র ডায়াল িস এবং েসলাই ৈদঘৰ্্য 1.5 এ েসট কর�ন 
এবং েসলাই িদেয় �র� কর�ন। িভিডও�েত আপিন েদখেত পাে�ন, 
এখন আমােদর কােছ এক� আধা-��ত প্যা� রেয়েছ। আমরা েয 
েসলাই�িল কেরিছ েস�িল ঘিন�ভােব েদখ�ন, এ� বাইেরর 
েসলাইেয়র েজাড়মুখ এবং এ� অভ্য�রীণ েসলাইেয়র েজাড়মুখ।

এখন প্যা��িল িভতেরর িদেক �েবশ কর�ন এবং 4 ধােপ এিগেয় 
যান।

এই পদে�েপ, আমরা নীেচ আক� িতর মুেখর �প ��ত করব যা 
আমরা আেগ কাটিছলাম।

আমােদর কােছ 4 � �প ��ত, 2 � িভ-আক� িতর এবং 2 � 
েসাজা রেয়েছ। িভ-আক� িতর �প� িনন এবং এ� �াে� েসাজা 
�প�েত িপন কর�ন। িপিনংেয়র সময়, িনি�ত হেয় িনন েয িভ-
আক� িতর �প� স�কভােব উপের উঠেছ এবং েসাজা �প� 
িভিডওেত েদখােনা মত িপছেনর মুেখামুিখ হে�।অন্যান্য েজাড় 
�েপর জন্য �ি�য়া� পুনরাব� ি� কর�ন এবং তােদর েমিশেন িনেয় 
যান। 

আবার একবার প্যাটানৰ্ িসেল�র এর জন্য েসাজা েসলাই এবং 
েসলাই�র ৈদঘৰ্্য 2.5 হয় এবং িভিডও�েত �দ�শ�ত িহসােব একে� 
�া��িল েসলাই িদেয় এিগেয় যান। 

উভয় েজাড়া েসলাই কর�ন এবং েকানও অিতির� সূতা েকেট িদন। 
এ�িল এখন প্যাে� েসলাই করার জন্য ��ত।

Step 5 - Attaching the bottom strips to the pant 
and finishing the waistline

Take the stitched strips to the pant and match 
them.Notice that one side is longer, place the stitched 
strips perfectly on the pant so the sides the aligned 
and pin the points as shown in the tutorial.
Do the same for the other side. And done.
Now, moving on to the waistline. 

Take the pant to the ironing board and fold a quarter 
inch from the top for a small section and iron it to 
ensure that the fold stays in place. Repeat the process 
till the whole waistline is done. 

Post this, fold another 1 and ¼ inch throughout the 
waistline like you can see the tutorial and iron.
Before going for the final stitches, iron from the top 
once again, this will ensure that you have a proper 
crease line.

Starting with the bottom, remove the accessory box 
ofthe sewing machine as shown in the tutorial for 
circular stitching with ease.

Commence stitching at the bottom of the strip, it has 
to be one continuous stitch. Once you reach to the 
other side of the V, pivot the fabric around the needle 
as shown and continue stitching. This technique of not 
removing needle from the fabric is called pivoting. 
Remove the pins as you stitch. Stitch over the joining 
flap and stop. The stitch should look like this.
Now take a pair of scissors and cut below the stitch line 
as shown. Slashing is done, avoid seam puckering.Con-
tinue this process across the strip.

After you are done, take the extra cloth over the stitch 
line and fold downwards as shown, press on the fabric 
to create crease lines. You then have to lock these 
crease lines by stitching over them. Once you stitch the 
crease lines, you’ll notice excess fabric at the top of the 
V. Take the fabric and fold it inwards like shown in the 
tutorial and press over it.

Now turn the pant leg inside out and take the folded 
section and fold another ¼ inch at the top and stitch at 
the crease line. Repeat this process across. Remember 
to use the pivot technique when you get to the top of 
the V to ensure that it is one continuous stitch. After 
you are done, cut any excess thread for a perfect finish. 
Produce and replicate the procedure to the other leg 
of the pant.

Coming to the ironed waistline, place the accessory 
box of the machine back in place and start stitching at 
the end of the folded section. Keep stitching till you go 
all the way around but remember to keep a 2-inch gap 
at the end at the back of the pant to insert the elastic.
Cut the extra threads and turn the pant inside out.

Step 6 - Inserting the Elastic

Remember the two-inch gap at the back? We’ll be 
working with that. Take an elastic roll, place the elastic 
against the waist length, the length of the elastic 
should be 29” + 1” extra for the overlap. Cut at mea-
sure as shown in the tutorial.

Now, we’ll use a safety pin to insert the elastic in the 
fold or the waist band. Pin the safety pin to the elastic 
piece and insert it in the two-inch gap of the waist 
band, keep pushing the safety pin forward till it comes 
out of the other side. Don’t forget to pin the elastic 
end at the start to avoid the entire length from passing 
through.

Take the two ends of the elastic and create a half inch 
overlap with a pin, we’ll be doing a box stitch on the 
elastic.

Remove the pin and start stitching using the pivoting 
technique as shown in the tutorial. Towards the end, 
do a reverse stitch to lock in the stitches, this will 
ensure that the elastic doesn’t come loose.

Cut the excess threads and push the overlap into the 
fold and adjust it accordingly. We will now stitch over 
the two-inch gap to lock the elastic in place. And we 
are done!

Your perfect pair of pants are ready. You may iron all 
the seams on the right side to thread melding. 



Material Required
2 ½ meter piece of fabric x 44” widht
The daily pants template
Chalk
Pair of scissors
Thread
Elastic
Safety pin

Take the fabric and fold it into half in a way that the 
wrong side of the fabric faces you. Lay it on the table.

Step 1- Template Marking & Cutting

Place the template marked front side of the pant on 
the fabric. Don’t place it in the centre, as other pieces 
need to be accommodated as well. Now pin the tem-
plate in place.Ensure that the pin goes through both 
the layers of the cloth as this will help keep the fabric 
in place.

Next, take the template marked back, place it on the 
fabric and repeat the same process.
Bring out the template titled front shape facing strip, 
like seen in the tutorial. This will give the fronts of the 
pants a very stylish bottom cut. Pin that as well to both 
the sides of the cloth.

Then we have to pin the template for the back bottom 
hem strip of the pant.

Now, we’ll quickly take you through the template 
measurements. This template is for a S size pant. Once 
you have your measurements in place, take a chalk and 
mark the edges of all the templates. You will have to 
be precise while marking as you will be cutting the 
cloth basis for this outline.

After you are finished, unpin the templates one by one 
and remove them from the cloth. It’s now time to cut. 
With a steady hand, cut through the outlines you’ve 
drawn. It is important to be precise as this will make or 
break your design.Don’t forget to cut the bottom 
facing strips.

As you can see in the tutorial, we have four distinct 
pieces of the pant with us.

Step 2 - Stitching The Crotch Area

The section pointed on the screen is the crotch area for 
the front and the back of the pant. Lets get stitching. 
Take the front part to your USHA Allure Dlx sewing 
machine.

Set the pattern selector dial to A for a straight stitch 
and the stitch length to 2.5. Keep the thread tension 
dial on 4. And get stitching

Commence by stitching on the previously pointed 
crotch area at the edges. After initial few stitches, do a 
reverse stitch as shown to lock the stitches.
Then proceed with the normal straight stitch.We repeat 
the process of reverse stitching at the end as well to 
prevent it from coming undone.

Once it’s completed, cut the thread.

It is now time to neaten the raw edges of the fabric. 
We will do this with the Zigzag stitch. Set the pattern 
selector dial to C and the stitch length to 1.5 and go 
ahead with the stitching. 

Perfect. Now cut the thread and repeat the same 
process for the back part of the pant. After stitching, 
cut through any excess threads with a pair of scissors.
This is how your stitch should look like on both the 
pieces.

Step 3 - Joining The Two Parts by Stitching the 
Side and Inner Seams

Moving on to Step 3 which is stitching the side and the 
inner seams to join the two parts together
Open the back part of the pant and lay it on the 
table,then take the front part and place it on the back 
part as shown with the inside part facing you. So we 
have the right side facing the right side.

This is an important step, ensure that the edges of 
both the parts are placed together. Start pining the 
outer edges of the parts with a pin, this forms the outer 
seam. Repeat the process on the other leg.

Now, take the crotch area you just stitched and pin the 
center together. Continue down the pant legs and this 
becomes your inner seam. It’s very essential that the 
two parts are pinned together precisely and carefully.

Once done, it’s time to get started on the stitching.
Set the pattern selector to A for a straight stitch and 
the stitch length to 2.5 and start sewing the outer seam 
of one leg and don’t forget to do a reverse stitch at the 
start and the end to lock them in. Keep removing the 
pins as you stitch. After cutting the excess thread, 
move on to the outer seam of the other leg and repeat 
the process along the length of the pant.

Now comes the inner seam, unlike the outer seam, the 
inner seam requires a continuous stitch from one leg of 
the pant to the other. Start your stitch at the end of the 
right leg and make your way along the length of the 
pant to the crotch and to the end of the left leg. Lift 
the pressure foot and cut the excess thread.

After straight stitching, we come to the zig zag stitch. 
Set the pattern selector dial to C and the stitch length 
to 1.5 and commence with the stitch. As you can see in 
the tutorial, we now have a semi-ready pant. Take a 
close look at the stitches we have done, this is the 
outer seam and this is the inner seam. Now, turn the 
pant inside out and let’s move ahead to step 4.

Step 4 - Preparing the bottom shape facing strip

We have 4 strips ready, 2 V-shaped and 2 straight ones. 
Take the v-shaped strip and pin it to straight strip at 
the edges. While pining, make sure that the v-shaped 
strip is facing the right way up and the straight strip is 
facing backwards like shown in the tutorial.

Repeat the process for the other pair of strips and take 
them to the machine.

Once again the pattern selector to A for a straight 
stitch and the stitch length to 2.5 and proceed with 
stitching the edges together as shown in the tutorial. 
Stitch both the pairs and cut off any excess threads. 
These are now ready to be sewn on the pant. 

প�ম ধাপ হ'ল প্যাে�র সােথ নীেচর অংশ� সংয�� 
করা এবং েকামর� েসলাইেয়র িবষেয়।

প্যাে�র উপর েসলাই করা ব্যাে�জ� রাখ�ন এবং তােদর সােথ 
েমেল। মেন রাখেবন েয এক �া�� দীঘৰ্, প্যা��িলেত েসলাই করা 
ব্যাে�জ� স�কভােব রাখ�ন যােত �া��িল এক� লাইেন আেস 
এবং িভিডওেত �দ�শ�ত পেয়��িল িপন কের। অন্য িদেক একই 
কাজ কর�ন। এখন  স�ূণৰ্ ।

এবার েকামের যাই। প্যা� এবং েলাহার শীেষৰ্র উপের এক চত� থৰ্াংশ 
ইি� ভঁাজ কর�ন এবং িনি�ত কর�ন েয ভঁাজ করা অংশ� একই 
থােক। পুেরা েকামেরখা না েপ� �ছােনা পযৰ্� এই �ি�য়া� পুনরাব� ি� 
কর�ন।

এ� েপা� কর�ন, িভিডও�েত েদখা যায় এমনভােব আবার 
েকামর� 1-… ইি� ভঁাজ এবং ইি� কর�ন। েশষ েসলাই করার 
আেগ, আবার একবার শীেষৰ্ ইি� কর�ন, এ� আপনার যথাযথ 
ি�জ লাইন রেয়েছ তা িনি�ত করেব।

নীেচ েথেক �র� কের, সহেজই ব� �াকার েসলাইেয়র জন্য িভিডওেত 
�দ�শ�ত েসলাই েমিশেনর আনুষি�ক বা�� সরান। �েপর নীেচ 
�িচং �র� করা, এ� এক� অিবরাম েসলাই হওয়া উিচত।  
একবার আপিন িভ এর অপর �াে� েপ� �েছ েগেল, সেূচর চারিদেক 
ফ্যাি�ক� িপভট কর�ন যা েদখােনা হেয়েছ এবং েসলাই করা চািলেয় 
যান। ফ্যাি�ক েথেক সূঁচ না সরােনার এই েকৗশল�েক িপভট�ং 
বলা হয়। আপিন েসলাই িহসােব িপন�িল সরান। েযাগদােনর 
�্যােপর উপের েসলাই কর�ন এবং থামুন। েসলাই এর মেতা েদখেত 
হেব।

এখন একেজাড়া কঁািচ িনন এবং েসলাইেয়র লাইেনর িনেচ কাটা 
িহসােব েদখােনা হেয়েছ। �্যািশং করা স�� , েজাড়মুখ েসলাই 
ক� ঁ িচত করা এড়ােনা। �প জুেড় এই �ি�য়া� চািলেয় যান। 

আপনার হেয় যাওয়ার পের, েসলাই লাইেনর অিতির� কাপড়� 
িনন এবং �দ�শ�ত িহসােব নীেচর িদেক ভঁাজ কর�ন, ি�জ লাইন 
ৈতির করেত ফ্যাি�ক�েত �পুন। তারপের আপনােক এ�িলর উপর 
েসলাই কের এই ি�জ লাইন�িল লক করেত হেব। একবার আপিন 
ি�েজ লাইন�িল েসলাই করার পের, আপিন িভ এর শীেষৰ্ 
অিতির� ফ্যাি�ক� ল�্য করেবন।িভিডও� েদখােনা িহসােব 
কাপড়� িনেয় অভ্য�েরর িদেক বঁাক� ন এবং তার উপর �পুন।

এবার প্যাে�র পা� েভতেরর িদেক বঁাক� ন এবং ভঁাজ করা অংশ� 
িনন এবং তারপের উপের েথেক 4 ইি� ভঁাজ কর�ন এবং ি�েজ 
লাইেন �চ কর�ন। এই �ি�য়া পুনরাব� ি� কর�ন। । আপিন যখন 
িভ এর শীেষৰ্ েপ� �েছেছন, তা িনি�ত করার জন্য িপভট েকৗশল� 
ব্যবহার কর�ন এ� এক� অিবি�� েসলাই। এ� করার পের, 
িনখ� ঁত সমাি�র জন্য েকানও অিতির� সূতা েকেট িদন। প্যাে�র 
অন্য পােয়ও এই �ি�য়া� পুনরাব� ি� কর�ন।

Coming to the ironed waistline, place the accessory 
box of the machine back in place and start stitching at 
the end of the folded section. Keep stitching till you go 
all the way around but remember to keep a 2-inch gap 
at the end at the back of the pant to insert the elastic.
Cut the extra threads and turn the pant inside out.

Step 6 - Inserting the Elastic

Remember the two-inch gap at the back? We’ll be 
working with that. Take an elastic roll, place the elastic 
against the waist length, the length of the elastic 
should be 29” + 1” extra for the overlap. Cut at mea-
sure as shown in the tutorial.

Now, we’ll use a safety pin to insert the elastic in the 
fold or the waist band. Pin the safety pin to the elastic 
piece and insert it in the two-inch gap of the waist 
band, keep pushing the safety pin forward till it comes 
out of the other side. Don’t forget to pin the elastic 
end at the start to avoid the entire length from passing 
through.

Take the two ends of the elastic and create a half inch 
overlap with a pin, we’ll be doing a box stitch on the 
elastic.

Remove the pin and start stitching using the pivoting 
technique as shown in the tutorial. Towards the end, 
do a reverse stitch to lock in the stitches, this will 
ensure that the elastic doesn’t come loose.

Cut the excess threads and push the overlap into the 
fold and adjust it accordingly. We will now stitch over 
the two-inch gap to lock the elastic in place. And we 
are done!

Your perfect pair of pants are ready. You may iron all 
the seams on the right side to thread melding. 



Material Required
2 ½ meter piece of fabric x 44” widht
The daily pants template
Chalk
Pair of scissors
Thread
Elastic
Safety pin

Take the fabric and fold it into half in a way that the 
wrong side of the fabric faces you. Lay it on the table.

Step 1- Template Marking & Cutting

Place the template marked front side of the pant on 
the fabric. Don’t place it in the centre, as other pieces 
need to be accommodated as well. Now pin the tem-
plate in place.Ensure that the pin goes through both 
the layers of the cloth as this will help keep the fabric 
in place.

Next, take the template marked back, place it on the 
fabric and repeat the same process.
Bring out the template titled front shape facing strip, 
like seen in the tutorial. This will give the fronts of the 
pants a very stylish bottom cut. Pin that as well to both 
the sides of the cloth.

Then we have to pin the template for the back bottom 
hem strip of the pant.

Now, we’ll quickly take you through the template 
measurements. This template is for a S size pant. Once 
you have your measurements in place, take a chalk and 
mark the edges of all the templates. You will have to 
be precise while marking as you will be cutting the 
cloth basis for this outline.

After you are finished, unpin the templates one by one 
and remove them from the cloth. It’s now time to cut. 
With a steady hand, cut through the outlines you’ve 
drawn. It is important to be precise as this will make or 
break your design.Don’t forget to cut the bottom 
facing strips.

As you can see in the tutorial, we have four distinct 
pieces of the pant with us.

Step 2 - Stitching The Crotch Area

The section pointed on the screen is the crotch area for 
the front and the back of the pant. Lets get stitching. 
Take the front part to your USHA Allure Dlx sewing 
machine.

Set the pattern selector dial to A for a straight stitch 
and the stitch length to 2.5. Keep the thread tension 
dial on 4. And get stitching

Commence by stitching on the previously pointed 
crotch area at the edges. After initial few stitches, do a 
reverse stitch as shown to lock the stitches.
Then proceed with the normal straight stitch.We repeat 
the process of reverse stitching at the end as well to 
prevent it from coming undone.

Once it’s completed, cut the thread.

It is now time to neaten the raw edges of the fabric. 
We will do this with the Zigzag stitch. Set the pattern 
selector dial to C and the stitch length to 1.5 and go 
ahead with the stitching. 

Perfect. Now cut the thread and repeat the same 
process for the back part of the pant. After stitching, 
cut through any excess threads with a pair of scissors.
This is how your stitch should look like on both the 
pieces.

Step 3 - Joining The Two Parts by Stitching the 
Side and Inner Seams

Moving on to Step 3 which is stitching the side and the 
inner seams to join the two parts together
Open the back part of the pant and lay it on the 
table,then take the front part and place it on the back 
part as shown with the inside part facing you. So we 
have the right side facing the right side.

This is an important step, ensure that the edges of 
both the parts are placed together. Start pining the 
outer edges of the parts with a pin, this forms the outer 
seam. Repeat the process on the other leg.

Now, take the crotch area you just stitched and pin the 
center together. Continue down the pant legs and this 
becomes your inner seam. It’s very essential that the 
two parts are pinned together precisely and carefully.

Once done, it’s time to get started on the stitching.
Set the pattern selector to A for a straight stitch and 
the stitch length to 2.5 and start sewing the outer seam 
of one leg and don’t forget to do a reverse stitch at the 
start and the end to lock them in. Keep removing the 
pins as you stitch. After cutting the excess thread, 
move on to the outer seam of the other leg and repeat 
the process along the length of the pant.

Now comes the inner seam, unlike the outer seam, the 
inner seam requires a continuous stitch from one leg of 
the pant to the other. Start your stitch at the end of the 
right leg and make your way along the length of the 
pant to the crotch and to the end of the left leg. Lift 
the pressure foot and cut the excess thread.

After straight stitching, we come to the zig zag stitch. 
Set the pattern selector dial to C and the stitch length 
to 1.5 and commence with the stitch. As you can see in 
the tutorial, we now have a semi-ready pant. Take a 
close look at the stitches we have done, this is the 
outer seam and this is the inner seam. Now, turn the 
pant inside out and let’s move ahead to step 4.

Step 4 - Preparing the bottom shape facing strip

We have 4 strips ready, 2 V-shaped and 2 straight ones. 
Take the v-shaped strip and pin it to straight strip at 
the edges. While pining, make sure that the v-shaped 
strip is facing the right way up and the straight strip is 
facing backwards like shown in the tutorial.

Repeat the process for the other pair of strips and take 
them to the machine.

Once again the pattern selector to A for a straight 
stitch and the stitch length to 2.5 and proceed with 
stitching the edges together as shown in the tutorial. 
Stitch both the pairs and cut off any excess threads. 
These are now ready to be sewn on the pant. 

Step 5 - Attaching the bottom strips to the pant 
and finishing the waistline

Take the stitched strips to the pant and match 
them.Notice that one side is longer, place the stitched 
strips perfectly on the pant so the sides the aligned 
and pin the points as shown in the tutorial.
Do the same for the other side. And done.
Now, moving on to the waistline. 

Take the pant to the ironing board and fold a quarter 
inch from the top for a small section and iron it to 
ensure that the fold stays in place. Repeat the process 
till the whole waistline is done. 

Post this, fold another 1 and ¼ inch throughout the 
waistline like you can see the tutorial and iron.
Before going for the final stitches, iron from the top 
once again, this will ensure that you have a proper 
crease line.

Starting with the bottom, remove the accessory box 
ofthe sewing machine as shown in the tutorial for 
circular stitching with ease.

Commence stitching at the bottom of the strip, it has 
to be one continuous stitch. Once you reach to the 
other side of the V, pivot the fabric around the needle 
as shown and continue stitching. This technique of not 
removing needle from the fabric is called pivoting. 
Remove the pins as you stitch. Stitch over the joining 
flap and stop. The stitch should look like this.
Now take a pair of scissors and cut below the stitch line 
as shown. Slashing is done, avoid seam puckering.Con-
tinue this process across the strip.

After you are done, take the extra cloth over the stitch 
line and fold downwards as shown, press on the fabric 
to create crease lines. You then have to lock these 
crease lines by stitching over them. Once you stitch the 
crease lines, you’ll notice excess fabric at the top of the 
V. Take the fabric and fold it inwards like shown in the 
tutorial and press over it.

Now turn the pant leg inside out and take the folded 
section and fold another ¼ inch at the top and stitch at 
the crease line. Repeat this process across. Remember 
to use the pivot technique when you get to the top of 
the V to ensure that it is one continuous stitch. After 
you are done, cut any excess thread for a perfect finish. 
Produce and replicate the procedure to the other leg 
of the pant.

ইি� করা েকামেরখায় এেস েমিশেনর আনুষি�ক বা�� আবার 
জায়গায় রাখ�ন এবং ভঁাজ করা অংশ�র েশেষ েসলাই �র� কর�ন। 
যত�ণ না আপিন পুেরা পথ� যান তত�ণ �িচং চািলেয় যান 
তেব ইলা�ক� সি�েবশ করার জন্য প্যাে�র িপছেন েশেষ 2 ইি�র 
ফঁাক রাখা মেন রাখেবন। অিতির� সূতা কাট� ন এবং প্যা�� 
অভ্য�ের েমাচড় িদন।

েশষ পদে�প� সবেচেয় সহজ,প্যাে�র মেধ্য ইলা�ক সি�েবশ 
করােনা ।

2 ইি� েপছেন েফেল েরেখেছা মেন আেছ? আমরা এ� িনেয় কাজ 
করব। এক� ইলা�ক েরাল িনন, েকামেরর ৈদেঘৰ্্যর িবপরীেত 
ইলা�ক� রাখ�ন, ওভারল্যােপর জন্য ইলা�ক�র ৈদঘৰ্্য 29 ইি� + 
1 ইি�  অিতির� হওয়া উিচত। িভিডওেত �দ�শ�ত িহসােব পিরমাপ 
কাটা।

এখন আমরা ইলা�ক�েক ভঁাজ বা েকামর ব্যাে� েফা� করেত 
এক� সুর�া িপন ব্যবহার করব। ইলা�ক ট� করা�েত সুর�া 
িপন� �েয়াগ কর�ন এবং এ� েকামর ব্যাে�র 2 ইি� ব্যবধােন 
সি�েবশ কর�ন, সুর�া িপন� অন্য িদক েথেক েবর না হওয়া অবিধ 
এিগেয় রাখ�ন। পুেরা ইলা�ক�েক �েবশ েথেক বঁাচােত 
�াথিমকভােব ইলা�েকর েকাণ� িপন করেত ভ� লেবন না।

ইলা�েকর দুই �া�� ধর�ন এবং এক� িপেনর সােথ অধৰ্ ইি� 
ওভারল্যাপ ৈতির কর�ন, আমরা ইলা�েকর উপর এক� ব� 
েসলাই করব।

িপন� সরান এবং িভিডওেত �দ�শ�ত িপেভা�ং েকৗশল� ব্যবহার 
কের েসলাই �র� কর�ন। েশেষর িদেক, েসলাই�িলেত লক করেত 
এক� িবপরীত েসলাই কর�ন, এ� িনি�ত করেব েয ি�িত�াপক� 
আলগা না হয়।

অিতির� সূতা েকেট েফা�াের ওভারল্যাপ� চাপুন এবং েসই 
অনুযায়ী এ� সাম�স্য কর�ন। ি�িত�াপক� লক করেত আমরা 
এখন দুই ইি� ব্যবধােন েসলাই করব। এবং আমরা স��! 
আপনার দুদৰ্ া� প্যা� েজাড়া   ��ত। আপিন িম�েণর জন্য 
ডানিদেক সম� েসলাইেয়র েজাড়মুখ আয়রন করেত পােরন।

আপিন েদখেত পাে�ন েয আপনার সমা� পণ্য� েদখেত েকমন। 
এক� িনখ� ঁত জু� প্যা� এখন বা�বতা। েকবল ফ্যাি�ক িকনুন 
এবং তােদর েসলাই কর�ন। আপনার মতামত এবং িভিডও�র 
ম�ব্য িবভােগ আপিন আরও কী েদখেত চান তা আমােদর জানান।


